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not be too tighly bound by the analysis which we made of Soviet
policy under the Stalin regime, nor must we leave the initiative
in the present period always to the new Soviet leaders, and they
are adept, indeed, in taking advantage of the initiative .

But one thing we can be sure of, that any changes
of this character, and there certainly have been some, are not
the result of weakness or lack of confidence of the new rulers
in the future of the Soviet system . They are certainly a s
fanatical on that score as ever Stalin or his contemporaries were .Let us not be deceived by the illusion-I think we are in theprocess of tearing i t away-that the Soviets are a backward
people, 150 million feudal, downtrodden peasants in an oxcart
civilization because, as we know, nothing could be further from
the truth

. We are beginning to appreciate that fact as mor eof us visit the Soviet Union . It is true that in that country
individuals have not the luxuries which we consider to be
necessities nor often even the necessities which we take as a
matter of course

. But the regime there has converted the povertyof the people into the power of the state . On individual depri-
vation they have built great national strength and great national
confidence and pride . Two United States commentators are not
always too encouraging in their prognosis of what is going tohappen . The Alsop brothers have warned us that we had better
drop the favourite Western parlour game of searching for
imaginary Soviet weakness

. In an article which one of them wrote
a few weeks ago he had this to say : ,

• . . it is one - of. histôry 's little jokes that this . .demonstration of the Soviet sôcietyts superior effici-enGÿ, on i ts terms,-

That is the terms of centralized, autocratic,
communist power and control .

-should come at a moment when the Western societies
are also demonstrating their superior efficiency on
their terms, in the form of Britain's all-embracingwelfare society and America 's gorged plenty . Buthistory does not suggest, alas, that great power
contests can be won by free false teeth or even by
platoons of air-conditioned Cadillacs .

Certainly, Mr . Chairman, this strength and power of
the Soviet under i ts new leaders has not been affected as I see
it,by the de-Stalinization of the regime . In fact, while Stalin
has been repudiated, the essentials of Stalinism remain . We knowwhat they are : one party-despotic government ; control of every
expression of free thought and free action by that government ;
induced fear and hostility to every form of non-communist rule,
especially through education ; subordination of the individual tothe ruling communist group ; unqualified belief in the ultimateoverthrow of free democracy by communism ; and refusal of any formof Political freedom to subject or satellite peoples who are
incorporated into the Russian political system for power political
purposes, except on the basis of complete acceptance of the rule
of the communist junta in Hoscow itself .


